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**Abstract:**
Error detection and error correction are now considered to be the major cost factors in software development. Much current and recent research has been devoted to finding ways to prevent software errors. The purpose of this paper is to compare error data obtained from two different software-development environments using different software-development methodologies. The data are used to characterize the similarities and differences in the environments and may be used to evaluate the success with which different methodologies meet the claims made for them. Data were obtained by the use of a goal-directed data-collection process, which is described briefly. A key feature of the process is that data are collected and validated...
concurrently with software development. Validation often involves interviewing the programmers supplying the data. The results are data distributions across categorizations, such as effort to correct error, type of error, and locality of error. The distributions show that in both environments the principal error source was in the design and implementation of single routines. Requirements misunderstandings, specifications misunderstandings, and interface misunderstandings were all minor sources of errors. Few errors were the result of changes, few errors required more than one attempt at correction, and few error corrections resulted in other errors. Most errors were correctable in a day or less.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the mythology of computer science, the first computer program ever written con-
tained an error. Error detection and error correction are now considered to be the major cost factors in
software development [1-3]. Much current and recent research has been devoted to finding ways to
prevent software errors. One result is that techniques claimed to be effective for preventing errors are
in abundance. Unfortunately, there have been few attempts to verify empirically that proposed tech-
niques work well in production environments. The purpose of this report is to compare error data
obtained from two different software-development environments using different software-development
methodologies.

To obtain data that were complete, accurate, and meaningful, a goal-directed data-collection
methodology was used. The approach was to monitor changes made to software concurrently with its
development. The results reported here were obtained by applying the methodology to three projects at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and one project at the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL). Although all changes were monitored for most projects, we are concerned here only with
results obtained from the error data and only with data that may be used to compare the two environ-
ments. Readers interested in a more detailed description of the research methodology or in analyses
using other data from the same sources can find these in Refs. 4 through 6.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The methodology is goal oriented. It starts with a set of goals to be satisfied, generates a set of
questions to be answered, and proceeds step by step through the design and implementation of a data
collection and validation mechanism. Analysis of the data yields answers to the questions, and it may
also yield a new set of questions. The procedure relies heavily on an interactive data-validation process;
those supplying the data are interviewed for validation purposes concurrently with the software-
development process. The methodology has six basic steps, as described in the following paragraphs.

Establish the Goals of the Data Collection

Goals are usually related to claims made for the software-development methodology being used.
As an example, a goal of a particular methodology might be to develop software that is easy to change.
The corresponding data-collection goal is to evaluate the success of the developers in meeting this goal,
i.e., to evaluate the ease with which the software can be changed.

Develop a List of Questions of Interest

Once the data collection goals are established, they are used to develop a list of questions to be
answered. In general, each goal will result in the generation of several different questions of interest.
For example, if the goal is to evaluate the ease with which software can be changed, we may identify
questions of interest, such as: Is it clear where a change has to be made? Are changes confined to sin-
gle modules? What was the average effort involved in making a change?
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Establish Data Categories

Each question of interest generally induces a categorization scheme on the data to be collected. If one question is how many errors result from requirements changes, then one will want to categorize errors according to whether or not they are the result of a change in requirements.

Design and Test Data Collection Forms

To provide a permanent copy of the data and to reinforce the programmers' memories, a data collection form is used. Form design was one of the trickiest parts of the studies conducted, and it will not be discussed here.

Collect and Validate Data

Data are collected by requiring those people who are making software changes to complete a change report form, for each change made, as soon as the change is completed. Validation consists of checking the forms for correctness, consistency, and completeness and interviewing those filling out the forms in cases where such checks reveal problems. Both collection and validation are concurrent with software development.

Analyze the Data

Data are analyzed by calculation of the parameters and distributions needed to answer the questions of interest.

To apply the methodology to the collection of change data, the following definitions were used:

- A change is an alteration to baselined design, code, or documentation.
- An error is a discrepancy between a specification and its implementation.
- A modification is a change made for any reason other than to correct an error.

PROJECTS STUDIED

The studies reported here contain complete results from four different projects. Two different environments and several different methodologies were used. One environment was a research group at NRL, and the other was a NASA software-production environment at GSFC. Table 1 is an overview of the data collected for each project. For the Architecture Research Facility project, only error data were collected. Table 2 gives the values of parameters often used to characterize software-development projects. It shows several different measures of size and effort for each project. Size is shown as total number of lines of code, number of developed lines of code (code that was either new or modified), and number of components, where a component is either a FORTRAN subroutine or block data.

ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH FACILITY

The purpose of the Architecture Research Facility (ARF) project, developed at NRL, was to develop a facility for simulating different computer architectures. The simulation is based on a description of the target architecture written in the Instruction Set Processor (ISP) language [7]. A complete description of the ARF simulator is available elsewhere [8]. Briefly, to simulate a machine the ARF uses a set of tables that describe the machine being simulated and its state, a module to perform instruction simulation, and a module to handle the interface to the user. The machine description contained in the tables is produced by an ISP compiler (an existing compiler was used). The ARF developers had no previous experience with such simulators.
Table 1 — Overview of Data Collected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Number of Changes</th>
<th>Number of Modifications</th>
<th>Number of Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEL1</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL2</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL3</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 — Summary of Project Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Effort (months)</th>
<th>Number of Developers</th>
<th>Lines of Code (k)</th>
<th>Dev. Lines of Code (k)</th>
<th>Number of Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEL1</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL2</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL3</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The primary goal of the ARF designers was to produce a working simulator that would permit the simulation of small target-machine programs. The designers also viewed the ARF development as an experiment in the application of recently-developed software engineering technology [8]. The key parts of the technology used were the following:

- Rather than developing the whole system at one time, the ARF project used the family approach to software development [9]. The designers planned to build the system in three main stages. Each stage was to produce a member of the ARF "family" of programs, providing different facilities.

- The information-hiding principle [10] was applied to conceal design decisions that were expected to change during the lifetime of the ARF.

- Informal design specifications, standardized interface specifications, and high-level language coding specifications were written for each major module of the ARF before any code was written. Each specification was reviewed before its successor was produced.

- FORTRAN code was written from the coding specifications, compiled, and then reviewed by someone other than the coder prior to debugging. The coder debugged the code and delivered it for testing. A tester, usually someone other than the coder or designer, was selected to test the debugged code.

- At the possible expense of some run-time performance, several debugging aids were designed into the system to make development easier. These included a method for detecting and reporting errors involving improper access to table entries and a mechanism for inserting, and turning on and off, debugging code through the use of a compile-time preprocessor.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING LABORATORY

The Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) is a NASA-sponsored project to investigate the software-development process and is based at GSFC. A number of different software-development projects are being studied as part of the SEL investigations [11,12]. Studies of changes made to the software as it is being developed constitute one part of those investigations.

Typical projects studied by the SEL are medium-sized FORTRAN programs that compute the position (known as attitude) of unmanned spacecraft, based on data obtained from sensors on board the
spacecraft. Attitude solutions are displayed to the user of the program interactively on CRT terminals. Because the basic functions of these attitude-determination programs tend to change slowly with time, large amounts of design, and sometimes code, are often reused from one program to the next. They include subsystems to perform such functions as reading and decoding spacecraft telemetry data, filtering sensor data, computing attitude solutions based on the sensor data, and providing an (interactive) interface to the user.

Development is done by contract in a production environment, and it is often separated into two distinct stages. The first stage is a high-level design stage. The system to be developed is organized into subsystems and then further subdivided. For the purposes of the SEL, each named entity in the system is called a component. The result of the first stage is a tree chart showing the functional structure of the subsystem, in some cases down to the subroutine level; a system functional specification describing, in English, the functional structure of the system; and decisions as to what software may be reused from other systems.

The second stage consists of completing the development of the system. Different components are assigned to teams of programmers, who write, debug, test, and integrate the software. Before delivery, the software must pass a formal acceptance test. On some projects, programmers produce no intermediate specifications between the functional specifications produced as part of the first stage and the code. Some projects produce pseudo-code specifications for individual subroutines before coding them in FORTRAN. During the time that the SEL has been in existence, a structured FORTRAN preprocessor has come into general use.

In contradistinction to the ARF developers, NASA is not concerned with experimenting with new software-engineering techniques. It is concerned with improving its software development process by introducing techniques that have been shown to be better than those currently used. Nonetheless, the principal design goal of the major SEL projects is to produce a working system in time for a spacecraft launch. Results from SEL studies of three different NASA projects, denoted SEL1, SEL2, and SEL3, are included here.

RESULTS

The results presented here are derived from analyses of several different data parameters and distributions. Table 3 shows error density, errors resulting from change, and repeated error ratio for each project. These parameters indicate that for all projects most changes were made correctly on the first attempt.

Figures 1 and 2 are an overview of the change distributions for the SEL projects (data on modifications are not available for the ARF project). Figure 3 shows sources of modifications, i.e., reasons for modifying the software; and Fig. 4 shows sources of nonclerical errors. Although there were a significant number of requirements changes for two of the SEL projects, none of the projects shows a significant number of errors resulting from incorrect or misunderstood requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 — Measures of Erroneous Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Upper bound. Exact number of repeated errors for SEL2 is unknown. By conservative means, the ratio could be estimated as 1.04.
Fig. 1 — Changes
Fig. 2 — Changes with clerical errors excluded
Fig. 1 — Sources of modifications: Design = modifications caused by changes in design; Debug = modifications to insert or delete debug code; Env = modifications caused by changes in the hardware or software environment; PE = planned enhancements; Req = modifications caused by changes in requirements or functional specifications. Unknown = causes of these modifications are not known.
Fig. 4 - Sources of nonclerical errors: Design Multicomp = design error involving several components; Design Single Comp = error in the design or implementation of a single component; Env = misunderstanding of external environment, except language; Fnl Spec = functional specifications incorrect or misinterpreted; Lang = error in use of programming language or compiler; Req = requirements incorrect or misinterpreted
For all projects, the major source of errors was the design and implementation of single components (nearly always a FORTRAN subroutine or block data). Relatively few errors were the result of misunderstandings of requirements, specifications, programming language, or compiler or of software or hardware environment. Aspects of the design involving more than one component were also not a major source of errors. Figure 5 shows a continuation of the same pattern. For most projects, interfaces were not a significant source of errors.

A further categorization of design and implementation errors, including both single-component and multicomponent design errors, is shown in Fig. 6. The pattern for the SEL and ARF projects is quite different here; relatively few ARF errors involved the use (including definition, representation, and access) of data. For the SEL projects, data errors were a significant fraction of design and implementation errors.

A direct measure of ease of error correction is shown in Fig. 7. For all projects, the overwhelming majority of errors took less than a day of effort to correct. Indeed, most error corrections took an hour or less of effort.

Figure 8 is a measure of locality of errors with respect to project components. Only components that required at least one error correction (one fix) are represented. The majority of these required no more than one correction. For all projects, 80% or more of such components were corrected at most three times.

The locality of errors with respect to project subsystems (project module for the ARF) is shown in Fig. 9. The distributions here show the reverse pattern of those in Fig. 8; i.e., most corrections are clustered in a few subsystems (modules).

CONCLUSIONS

The ARF and SEL projects involved different applications and were developed in different environments, using different methodologies, people with different backgrounds, and different computer systems. Despite these differences, there are the following similarities between the two:

- There is a common pattern to the sources of error. The principle error source is in the design and implementation of single routines. Requirements, specifications, and interface misunderstandings are all minor sources of errors.
Fig. 6 — Sources of design and implementation errors. Data = error in the use of data; Intended Use = error in intended function. i.e., program behavior does not correspond to the intended use of the program.
Fig. 7 — Effort to change nonclerical errors
Fig. 8 — Frequency distribution of fixes
Fig. 9 — Fixes by subsystem or module
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- Few errors are the result of changes, few errors require more than one attempt at correction, and few error corrections result in other errors.

- Relatively few errors take more than a day to correct.

These similarities may be explained by different factors in the different environments. The SEL projects may be viewed as redevelopments. Much of the same design, and some of the same code, is reused from one project to the next. As a result of experience with the application, the changes most likely to occur from one project to the next have been identified by the designers. The systems are now designed so that these changes are easy to make. Confirmation of this explanation was provided by one of the primary system designers in discussions held after the data were analyzed. In the ARF environment, the explicit use of techniques to identify and design for potential changes is a likely contributing factor to the similarities in the distributions.

Common factors to both the SEL and ARF projects were the stability of the hardware and software supporting the development and the familiarity of the programmers with the language they were using.

The most striking difference between the ARF and SEL projects is in the proportion of intended-use errors to data errors. The ARF project has a considerably smaller proportion of data errors than the SEL projects. One reason for this may be the conscious attempt of the ARF developers to apply abstract data typing and strong typing in their design.

One might interpret the similarity in error distributions between the different environments as evidence that the conscious application of modern software-engineering technology may be the equivalent of considerable experience with a particular application.
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